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History Lab #2 How to Read a Photograph  Due Tues 10/6 

 
Photography was developed in the mid-19th century and since that time has provided a rich body of images as 
historical evidence of the past. The camera records what is in front of its lens—but only what is in front of its 
lens, and only within the limitations of the photographic equipment being used. Photographs are a compelling 
partial record of a precise historical scene or landscape. They offer a way for us to get “inside the head” of 
people in the past by literally seeing what they saw. However real they may seem, images should not be taken 
for reality, nor should they be assumed to be neutral or inherently more trustworthy than text. Visual images 
record reality but they also convey stereotypes. The image’s composition, framing, and perspective all 
represent the imagemaker’s choices (conscious or unconscious). In our current digital age, old photographs can 
be digitized, enhanced and restored but also manipulated, cropped, altered or falsified. Being able to “read” a 
photograph is an important part of scholarly literacy. Photographs are not simply illustrations to texts, they 
ARE texts.  
 
The Six C’s (and Two M’s):  
 
Context. When was this made? What significant things do you know, and don't you know, about this 
photograph? Why was this image produced and for whom? Why was it produced in this particular form? 
 
Content: What is the subject matter? What clues are given for its time frame? Consider material objects such 
as clothing, tools, machines, weapons, architecture, etc. 
  
Characters. Who or what is portrayed here? A person or people? Specific groups? A symbol? What clues are 
given about who/what they are? 
  
Color. What colors, if any, are used? What role do the colors play in conveying a message about the scene? 
Do you think they were used just for visual appeal? What is the mood or tone established by these colors? 
(Remember, black, white and gray are colors).  
  
Composition. Look at the use of space and the layout of figures and activity in the image. Where is your eye 
drawn?  Is this the main subject? Why do you think so? Is one image bigger than another? Is that to suggest a 
relationship? What kind of relationship? Is the entire space used? Why or why not? What is in the foreground? 
The background? Does either suggest importance? What is NOT shown, partially obscured, or implied? 
  
Construction. Someone consciously constructed this image for a purpose. Who do you think made this? 
Why? For what audience? Who would connect with this image? Who would not? Consider this photograph as 
a historical object: how large is it? Has someone (who?) written notations on the front or the reverse? What 
condition is it in?  
 
Message and Meaning. What is the image-maker trying to say? Are there alternative readings? What can it 
tell you about people, places, events, society? 
 
Resources:  
Library of Congress photostream on Flickr http://www.flickr.com/photos/library_of_congress/2178270363/ 
Visual Literacy Toolbox http://www.arhu.umd.edu/vislit/exercises.html 
Peter Felten, “Confronting Prior Visual Knowledge, Beliefs, and Habits: "Seeing" beyond the Surface,” 
http://www.journalofamericanhistory.org/textbooks/2006/felten.html 
“The Power of the Visual Image in Learning” http://www.history.org.uk/resources/resource_1239.html 
Visualizing Cultures (MIT Course), “Reading a Visual Primary Source” 
http://ocw.mit.edu/ans7870/21f/21f.027/throwing_off_asia_01/cur_student/toa_cur_01.html 
“Seeing Everything in the Picture,” http://www.arhu.umd.edu/technology/visuallit/see/explore.html# 
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History Lab #2  - Due Tues 10/6 
 
Choose one photograph from a WPA collection, preferably one that depicts travelers, roads, vehicles, or a 
“roadside” scene. Print me a copy so I can see it too and attach it to your paper. 
 
DESCRIBE the photograph, trying to include everything you see. If it helps, draw a grid on the image and 
make sure that you notice things that escaped your first glance. (1-2 pages) 
 
ANALYZE and CRITICALLY READ the photograph using the criteria above. (2 pages) 
 
ANSWER these questions (1 page)  

• What does this image contain? (perhaps playing with multiple meanings of “contain”)  
• What can you learn about the place, time period, or people depicted? 
• How could historians use this image? What conclusions might they be able to draw?  
• What lingering questions do you have after this exercise? 

 
 
Total length = 4-5 pages 
 
Grading: Worth 5% of your grade 
 

 


